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Honeymoon in Paris

When it comes to honeymoon adventures, the City
of Light promises romance and a few surprises.
BY SU SA N B . B A RN E S

p

aris is a thriving city filled with crowded
sidewalks and seemingly never-ending
traffic, yet there are plenty of iconic
monuments and even more secluded streets,
alleyways, museums and neighborhoods—or arrondissements—in which to find true romance.

A River Runs Through It
Paris is essentially a city of neighborhoods, and
the arrondissements by which it is defined spiral
outward from its center like a snail’s shell, divided
by the River Seine. These neighborhoods—20 in
all—each have their own character and personality
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and are best discovered on foot.
One such neighborhood is Montmartre, with
the Moulin Rouge at its base and the domed Sacré
Cœur Basilica towering above. On the climb up to
the famous cathedral, charming lanes are lined
with cafes, boutiques, patisseries and boulangeries.
All of these storefronts are sure to please, and
one of the most well-known is the Café des Deux
Moulins, where the movie “Amélie” was filmed.
Once you’ve arrived at Sacré Cœur and have taken
in the views of Paris at your feet, make your way
behind the church to a small garden area, perfect
for sharing a bottle of wine and nibbling a baguette
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and cheese.
Floating between the fourth and fifth
arrondissements, Île Saint-Louis is one of two
natural islands found in the Seine, often
overshadowed by Île de la Cité and its most
popular landmark, the Cathédrale Notre-Dame de
Paris. However, Île Saint-Louis is definitely worth
exploring in its own right; in fact, it was one of
France’s first forays into urban planning in the 17th
century.
A short walk across the Pont Saint-Louis bridge
from the famed cathedral delivers you into one
of the most well-maintained, authentic and
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THE RIVER SEINE
The Île Saint-Louis retains its 17th-century charm with the Île de la Cité and Notre-Dame de Paris in the distance.
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BEHOLD THE BASILICA
La Basilique du Sacré Cœur
du Montmartre—otherwise
known as the Basilica of the
Scared Heart—looms over
the city.
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MUSÉE DU LOUVRE
The Louvre is one of the largest museums in the world and houses more than 35,000 artworks.

unchanged 17th- and 18th-century neighborhoods
in all of Paris. Don’t hurry across the pont—
musicians and street performers frequently
showcase their finest acts to the delight of
passersby. You may see magicians, cellists or a
group of French patriots playing their ancestral
tunes. Once across, you’ll find tantalizing
restaurants and cafes, bars in which to sit and sip
and narrow streets to wander. Those in the know
stop by Berthillon for ice cream to enjoy during
their stroll.

Beauty Is in the Eye of the Beholder
Paris is home to a wealth of museums—too many
to name here and too many to visit unless you are
spending months in the city. Of course, there’s the
Musée du Louvre (in the first arrondissement)
and its most famous attraction, “Mona Lisa.” The
Louvre, however, offers much more than the
woman with the mischievous smile; more than

35,000 pieces of art can be found on
display in this museum, which was
once one of the main residences of
French kings. Additional must-sees
include Caravaggio’s “Death of the
Virgin”; “Liberty Leading the People” by Eugène
Delacroix, which is said to have inspired the Statue
of Liberty and Victor Hugo’s “Les Misérables”; and
“Aphrodite of Milos,” better known as the “Venus

Group (Moët Hennessy Louis Vuitton). Changing
multimedia exhibitions include sculpture,
paintings, photographs, music and video displays,
and the venue also hosts concerts and recitals.

Sweets for Your Sweet—and More!
Éclairs. Macarons. Chocolates. Paris is heaven on
earth for anyone with a sweet tooth, with patisseries
and chocolatiers on nearly every corner. Take a

PARIS IS ESSENTIALLY A CITY OF NEIGHBORHOODS, AND THE
ARRONDISSEMENTS BY WHICH IT IS DEFINED SPIRAL OUTWARD FROM
ITS CENTER LIKE A SNAIL’S SHELL, DIVIDED BY THE RIVER SEINE. THESE
NEIGHBORHOODS—20 IN ALL—EACH HAVE THEIR OWN CHARACTER AND
PERSONALITY AND ARE BEST DISCOVERED ON FOOT.
de Milo.”
New on Paris’ museum scene is the Fondation
Louis Vuitton, which is housed in an ultramodern Frank Gehry-designed building on the
outskirts of the city. The building evokes a ship
with glass sails and is an important work of art
on its own. Don’t expect a museum filled with the
designs of Louis Vuitton, however; the foundation
is an art and culture initiative of the LVMH
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private chocolate and pastry tour with Paris by
Mouth, which also offers neighborhood-specific
gastronomic excursions, or explore on your
own. The St-Germain-des-Prés neighborhood in
the sixth arrondissement is not only an artistic
hub with some of the city’s most prestigious art
dealers and galleries, but many of the best French
chocolatiers and pastry chefs. Be sure and stop by
L’ Éclair de Génie and try the Grand cru du mois (of
dlmweddings.com T fall/winter 2015
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MELIÁ CHAMPS ELYSÉES
The hotel is located on Avenue
Victor Hugo.

EXPLORING THE AREA
en.parisinfo.com
AU BOUGNAT
aubougnat.com
MELIÁ CHAMPS ELYSÉES
The reception desk gives guests a taste of the hotel’s elegance.

the month). Opt for a traditional, buttery, sugary
Kouignette cake at Maison Georges Larnicol and
sample chocolates at Pierre Marcolini Haute
Chocolaterie and, of course, macarons at Pierre
Hermé and Ladurée.
For other dining options within St-Germain-desPrés, Restaurant Le Procope was founded in 1686
and served as a meeting place for politicians, the
literary elite and even U.S. presidents; Voltaire, Hugo,
Benjamin Franklin, Robespierre and Napoleon
Bonaparte (whose hat is on display) all were patrons.
After a visit to Notre-Dame, make plans for
traditional French cuisine—cocotte d’escargots
and pot au feu—at Au Bougnat in the fourth
arrondissement, established in one of the six houses
on La rue Channoinesse remaining from prior
to the French Revolution. Or, for an exceptional
dinner, Chef Eric Frechon—who has three
Michelin stars at his restaurant in the Le Bristol
hotel—creates masterpieces at the extraordinary
Mini Palais in the heart of the Golden Triangle
and next to the Champs-Élysées in the eighth
arrondissement. Tip: Don’t overlook the decadent
fameuse groupere au fromage (cheese popovers).

At the End of the Day
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At day’s end, refresh and recharge at one of Meliã
Hotels International’s Paris offerings. Within
the 16th arrondissement, guests at the Meliá París
Champs Elysées can retreat to a quiet, boutique
hotel on a residential street, yet retain easy
accessibility to iconic sights and museums and the
shops and boutiques along the famed thoroughfare.
In Paris’ first arrondissement, guests at the Meliá
Vendôme share the neighborhood with fashion
houses, such as Galliano, Hermès, Valentino,
Aramis, Chanel, Yves Saint Laurent, Armani,
Bulgari, Cartier and Chanel along the nearby Rue
Saint Honoré and Place Vendôme.
On the outskirts of Paris near the Fondation
Louis Vuitton, Meliá Paris La Défense is the
largest four-star hotel to open in the city
within the past 10 years, and its location affords
astounding views of iconic monuments from its
elegantly appointed rooms or from the rooftop
Skyline Paris Lounge & Bar.
Whether your honeymoon in Paris is your
first visit to the city or you’ve visited several times
before, one thing is certain: The romance will
embrace you and bring you back for more.
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BERTHILLON
berthillon.fr
CAFÉ PROCOPE
uk.procope.com
FONDATION LOUIS VUITTON
fondationlouisvuitton.fr
L’ ÉCLAIR DE GÉNIE
leclairdegenie.com
MAISON GEORGES LARNICOL
chocolaterielarnicol.fr
MAISON LADURÉE
laduree.com
MELIÁ PARÍS HOTELS
melia.com/en/hotels/france/paris
MINI PALAIS
minipalais.com
MUSÉE DU LOUVRE
louvre.fr/en
PARIS BY MOUTH
parisbymouth.com
PIERRE HERMÉ
pierreherme.com
PIERRE MARCOLINI HAUTE
CHOCOLATIER
marcolini.com
SACRÉ CŒUR BASCILICA
sacre-coeur-montmartre.com

